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ABSTRACT
Access link can often be the bottleneck for application per-

formance. In this paper, we propose to augment wired con-

nections using cellular ones, that we term “3G onloading

(3GOL)". 3GOL utilizes available mobile devices and already-

paid-for data volumes to augment and improve performance

of applications on wired network. We motivate 3GOL by un-

derstanding bottlenecks present in the wired and the cellu-

lar networks. In order to understand the potential benefits of

3GOL, we conduct active experiments using mobile devices.

We show that capacity gains can scale linearly with the num-

ber of devices on the downlink while also seeing improve-

ments on the uplink. Using real traces we show how video

on demand can benefit with 3GOL, even when volume caps

are in place. We design 3GOL as an over the top service, and

highlight research challenges.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.0 [Computer Systems Organization]: System ar-
chitectures

General Terms
Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
The last few years have witnessed a large scale adop-

tion of powerful, bandwidth hungry1 smart phones that
have posed serious provisioning challenges for carriers
worldwide. In response to those challenges, a fair amount
1Mobile data volume is projected to be 3.6 Exabytes per
month [2].
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of research has gone into proposals for mobile data of-
floading [5, 10]—offload data from the resource con-
strained cellular medium to the (relatively) resource
rich wired medium through femtocells and ubiquitous
WiFi.

Such cellular networks offloading strategies assume
that the cellular network is constantly under strain while
the wired network has abundant resources to assist.
The reality is that the wired network itself has bot-
tlenecks. The first and foremost bottleneck is the ac-
cess link [12]. Moreover typical wired broadband comes
with far less bandwidth in the uplink than the down-
link (by design), essentially constraining the develop-
ment and adoption of applications that source content
from within the home. While a number of operators are
in the process of deploying fiber in order to remove the
last mile bottleneck, such upgrades are often lengthy,
costly, and primarily targeted at locations where the
operator expects to recover the cost, making the avail-
ability of such technology sparse. On the other hand,
extension of the 3G network is an ongoing activity and
specific regions are adopting LTE before they become
target areas for higher speed broadband deployment [8].

In this work we make the following contributions:
1. We identify cases when the resource-constrained cel-
lular network (David) can help the typically assumed
resource-rich wired network (Goliath).
2. We propose 3G/4G Onloading (3GOL), as a way to
improve performance for residential users, for those ap-
plications that are bottlenecked by the wired network.
3GOL is used to augment existing connections in the
household by moving part of the traffic onto the cellu-
lar infrastructure.
3. Using 2 different data sets and active experiments, we
quantify the potential for 3G Onloading to i) augment
the primary broadband connection, ii) improve applica-
tion performance and the resulting load on the cellular
network, iii) operate within the limits of today’s capped
cellular data plans, while quantifying the resulting traf-
fic “onloaded" to the cellular network.
4. We show that throughput augmentation could scale
linearly with the number of 3G devices in the down-
link, but will in all likelihood be limited by the 3G up-
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link technology. Gains are significant reaching 3x in the
downlink and 12x in the uplink even with a small num-
ber of 3G devices.
5. We sketch a system architecture that could enable
cellular onloading both as a network provided service,
as well as over the top.
6. We outline the research challenges that would need to
be addressed in developing the end to end solution, and
that would need to take into account cell tower schedul-
ing policies, channel acquisition delays, increased cellu-
lar latency (as opposed to broadband link latency), as
well as volume capped cellular data plans.

We conclude that 3G Onloading could be a useful
technology for home users with slow broadband plans
(either due to the network deployment, or choice).

2. 3G ONLOADING: THE CONTEXT
Consider user Alice who has a wired connection with

6.7Mbps downlink and 2.7Mbps uplink. These speeds
are the average broadband speeds per connection re-
ported by Netalyzr [9] and similar numbers are reported
in [12]. Say Alice has (along with others in her house-
hold) three devices with mobile data access (3G or LTE),
that can provide downlink speeds 2.0Mbps and uplink
1.5Mbps (shown later as the average throughput in our
experiments). Using three devices, Alice can augment
her downlink capacity by 6Mbps (nearly double) and
uplink capacity by 4.55Mbps (nearly triple). If Alice
has LTE, her downlink/uplink capacities can increase
by approx. 36.75Mbps and 15.18Mbps [6] respectively,
the augmented capacity is 6.44x and 6.62x the original
speeds. Our work falls in the space of bandwidth aggre-
gation schemes, such as [13, 1, 7], with a key difference
being that we are not trying to use multiple connectiv-
ity options on the same device, but use cellular networks
to augment home broadband connection.

2.1 The Network
Consider the different bottlenecks in the cellular net-

work. First, cellular spectrum is a shared medium with a
technology dependent capacity. The effective through-
put that a user can receive from the cellular network
will depend on the capabilities of his/her handset, the
capabilities of the cell tower, the quality of the con-
nection between the user and the cell tower, and the
load on the tower. Furthermore, cellular base stations
are typically connected with a 40-50 Mbps link to the
Internet and that could become the bottleneck in high
load situations2. But how pronounced can it be?

If we assume a neighborhood with a population den-
sity 3 of 35000 hab/km2 and cells of radius 200m, we
get approx. 4375 hab/cell. If we further assume 4 peo-
2Note that LTE, HSDPA and HSUPA are shared channels
with TDM on top of UMTS. Proprietary algorithms allocate
time slots to the connected users.
3http://www.demographia.com/db-citydenshist.htm

ple per household, with 80% ADSL penetration, we get
around 875 ADSL connections per cell. If the average
downlink speed is 6.7Mbps, we get overall ADSL down-
link capacity to be 5,863Mbps, compared to 42Mbps for
state of the art cells – almost two orders of magnitude
difference.

Consequently, 3GOL cannot assist all wired connec-
tions and at all times. It can, however, assist selected
applications at particular times when they become con-
strained at the wired broadband connection. For well
provisioned wired deployments (like fiber), 3GOL may
never be required. For less well provisioned wired de-
ployments, 3GOL is likely to be used occasionally and
only for bandwidth hungry applications, like video. How-
ever, given the dramatic throughput increase provided
even by a small number of devices, 3GOL could have
a significant role to play in overcoming the throughput
limitations of last mile access.

2.2 The Economics
Using the cellular network to speedup broadband bot-

tlenecked applications could be significant given todays
and future 3G/4G downlink and uplink speeds (shown
also in the next section). However, cellular data plans
typically come with data volume caps. For example, in
the US, the capacity of the service plans ranges between
250MB to 12GB with monthly subscription fees from
$15 up to $80 (AT&T, Verizon, Sprint). Service plans
in other countries have similar characteristics both in
terms of capacities and fees.

Once the cap is crossed, the operators apply two di-
verse policies: volume pay or throttling. In case of vol-
ume pay, operators charge users for each additional unit
of volume used. Operators in the US use this mechanism
predominantly. The unit of above-the-threshold usage
ranges from 1MB through 250MB to 1GB with a fee in
the range of $10 and $60 for every additional GB.

The second widely adopted scheme is throttling where
operators decrease the connection speed of the user sig-
nificantly (e.g., by an order of magnitude) after crossing
the cap. The total volume that a user can transmit is
however unlimited in case of the throttling policy, for no
additional fees. Throttling is used in the UK, Germany,
and other European countries.

Given the cost and resource constraints of 3G/4G net-
works, such pricing schemes are unlikely to change sig-
nificantly. 3GOL needs to be able to incorporate data
caps in its formulation so as to exploit the already-paid-
for volume, not to degrade the primary cellular data
service performance or lead to extra cost for the user.

2.3 The Service
Finally, we look into what 3G Onloading would be

as a service. We see two different ways for deployment:
i) as a network integrated service, or ii) over the top.
In the former case, a network operator could decide to
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Figure 1: The distribution of fraction of used

cap. 40% of customers use less than 10% of their

cap. 75% of customers use less than 50% of the

cap.

allow 3G Onloading to take effect i) only when the 3G
network is lightly utilized, and ii) potentially not count
the usage towards the data caps. In this kind of scenario,
the problem of deciding when and for how long to use
the 3G devices for assistance are designed into the ser-
vice. In areas where one operator offers both broadband
and mobile services, 3GOL could be used to encourage
bundled purchase of both services. If unlimited use is a
concern, then the operator could further enable 3GOL
for fractions of the download, e.g., until a video play-
out buffer is sufficiently filled for the first few MB (a la
Comcast’s Powerboost feature [3] that uses additional
but unused capacity already available on the DSL link).

However, one can easily envision an application that
could enable 3GOL over the top. In this second sce-
nario, the cellular network can be used whenever the
broadband connection imposes bottlenecks to applica-
tion performance (that could also occur when the cel-
lular network is highly utilized), but would need to do
so within the constraints of the cellular data plan caps.
Constraining the use of 3GOL within data caps also
helps disjoint the service between the wired and mo-
bile provider; the operators can be different and as long
as 3GOL is transparent, the wired provider can ben-
efit (by having traffic offloaded), the user can benefit
by experiencing better performance and utilizing the
already-paid-for volume.

To understand how cellular data plan caps can limit
the efficacy of 3GOL, we analyzed data collected from
a medium sized MVNO in Europe. The data set con-
tains all voice, sms, and data accesses performed by its
nearly 1 million customers. In Fig. 1 we show the distri-
bution of data usage as a fraction of the contracted cap.
Surprisingly, we find that 40% of the customers use less
than 10% of their cap, and 75% of the customers use
less than 50%. Therefore, even within capped cellular
data plans 3GOL could be of interest.

Finally, an important question is which applications
could make use of 3GOL. Given the channel acquisition
delay in 3G (on the order of 2 sec [11]), and increased la-
tency, 3GOL could provide benefit to applications that
download/upload large amounts of volume and require
no inter-activity. Bulk transfers and video applications
downloading content that would require more than 2
seconds over the broadband connection are very viable
targets for 3GOL. We again stress here that 3GOL may
not be suitable for all networks and all scenarios.

3. FEASIBILITY OF 3GOL
In this section we present evidence that 3G Onloading

can indeed meet the goals outlined in previous sections.
To do this we answer 3 specific questions. 1) How much
additional throughput could a residential user expect
from 3G devices in his home?, 2) How much could that
additional throughput help applications that are bottle-
necked by the broadband network today?, and 3) What
would that mean for the cellular network in terms of
load?. Our results show that 3GOL could relieve appli-
cation performance bottlenecks at the edge of the wired
network, but needs to be done carefully so as to avoid
overloading the cellular network.

3.1 3G Bandwidth Augmentation
The uplink/downlink rates obtained by mobile de-

vices depend on multiple factors as discussed above.
To glean the available bandwidth under real operat-
ing conditions, we programmed 10 high-end terminal
devices (Galaxy S II with MIMO HSDPA Category 20
and HSUPA Category 6 with a 10GB mobile data plan)
to download and upload 2MB files from/to a server, via
the cellular interface. Measurements were performed in
a major western European city in 5 different locations
and at different times of day. One would expect that the
degree of augmentation possible will be higher for rural
areas and during the night. Our locations were selected
accordingly to test this assumption.

Given that cellular networks have middleboxes [14]
and dynamic IP address assignment, we used wget to
estimate downlink bandwidth using a random 2MB file
to avoid bias by proxies with compression capabilities.
Uplink bandwidth was tested with iperf, although we
also used netperf for validation and got similar results.
Our experiments ran in cycles. We first activated one 3G
device and performed uplink/downlink throughput and
latency measurements. We repeated such measurements
4 times in sequence. Every 20 minutes we introduced a
new device and ran the same measurements for all ac-
tive devices in parallel. All devices were synchronized
using NTP. The size of the file and number of repeti-
tions were carefully selected so as to allow us collecting
measurements in five locations without exceeding the
data plan cap. For each experiment, we also recorded
the base station serving each smartphone, as well as its
signal strength.
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Location Time DSL
(d/u)

Cellular
(d/u)

3GOL/DSL
(d/u)

1. Densely pop-
ulated residential
area (city center)

1 a.m 3.44/0.30
Mbps

4.37/1.64
Mbps

2.27/6.46

2. Office area at
rush hour

4 p.m 4.51/0.47
Mbps

4.56/5.18
Mbps

2.01/12.02

3. Residential area
in tourist hotspot

10 p.m 6.72/0.84
Mbps

1.92/1.53
Mbps

1.28/2.82

4. Sparsely pop-
ulated residential
area (suburbs)

1 a.m 2.84/0.45
Mbps

4.67/3.89
Mbps

2.64/9.64

5. Popular shop-
ping center in peak
time

2 p.m n/a 5.31/2.64
Mbps

n/a

Table 1: Description of the different locations

used in the active experiments and comparison

of the DSL and 3GOL (DSL + 3G) capacity

when using 2 devices.

In Fig. 2 we plot the aggregate 3G throughput as
a function of the number of active devices for the five
locations in Table. 1. Downstream capacity can be aug-
mented by up to 14Mbps in the downlink and 10Mbps
in the uplink. In 4 out of 5 locations there was associa-
tion with 2 different base stations. In the shopping mall,
we found devices connecting to 6 different base stations,
demonstrating a denser 3G deployment, with load be-
ing balanced across the network. Measurements in Lo-
cation 2 are also taken during peak hours (4pm) but the
cellular network seems to be much better provisioned,
leading to a linear increase in downlink throughput up
to 10 devices.

The behavior we observe on the uplink is significantly
different. For 2 out of the 5 locations, we observe a
clear plateau in aggregation at 5 devices, equal to nearly
5Mbps, which is the capacity for HSUPA (5.76Mbps).
For the shopping mall location, even 10 devices are un-
able to receive the theoretical maximum, possibly due to
congestion on the radio links. Interestingly, though, Lo-
cation 3 does exceed 5Mbps, and reaching 10Mbps. For
that particular location, all 10 devices are primarily us-
ing one base station. We believe that for this particular
experiment, while all phones were connected to one base
station, they were connected to different sectors, thus
going beyond the HSUPA capacity per sector4. Such an
assumption is plausible since Location 3 is a hub for
tourists with a large density of cellular infrastructure.

Our results so far demonstrate significant benefits
both uplink and downlink even with a small number of
3G devices. However, the majority of uplink through-
put augmentation can be obtained with 2-3 devices,
whereas downlink throughput seems to scale linearly
with up to 10 devices. We also find that such bene-
fits are pronounced in rural areas, but not negligible in
urban areas. In fact, when we contrast the throughput

4Unfortunately, our devices can only report the base station
they connect to, but not the sector.

Figure 2: Aggregated throughput (uplink and

downlink) for 10 devices

of 3GOL with that of broadband, we find a speedup of

2-5 for downlink, and 10-12 for uplink when using 10

devices, and a respective speedup of 1-3 downlink and

3-12 uplink even when using just 2 devices (Table 1).
These gains are further observed not only for rural but
also urban areas, and even during peak hours.

3.2 Application Performance
Earlier we argued that video would be one of those ap-

plications that could benefit from 3GOL. In this section
we quantify the performance improvement of video ses-
sions using a session level trace collected from a DSLAM
in a major metropolitan city in the same country over
24 hours in April 2011. The represented geographical
area would typically be covered with 8-10 cell towers.

The data contains HTTP transactions, (userid, time
of request (UTC), URL) from which we separate out
all sessions pertaining to video. The data contains the
HTTP response headers, from where we can obtain the
size of the video files requested. We note that users may
not watch the entire video that is requested, however
our choice of using the size of the entire file is con-

servative as we shall demonstrate. We observe videos
from primarily 4 sources: Youtube, Megavideo, stream-
ing from the premier TV channel in the country, and
the rest (Vimeo, Veoh etc.).

Our objective is simple: we want to understand if
3GOL can help in reducing the latency for videos. As we
do not have transport level information, we use down-
load times as a proxy for latency. Towards this end,
we look into the following scenarios. The first is the la-
tency observed while using a DSL connection of 3Mbps
(average speed in our active experiments). We then use
3GOL, with 2 devices (median speed 4.8Mbps aggre-
gated over two devices) plus the 3Mbps of DSL and ob-
tain the latency to download the same video. This is the
case where there is no metering of the data volume con-
sumed via 3GOL. In Fig. 3(a), we plot the speedups (de-
fined as DSL latency

3GOL latency 3GOL
) observed over using 3Mbps.

We note that if 3GOL is used without metering, there
can be substantial improvements—50% of the videos
have speedup by a factor of 10 and below. We note here
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Figure 3: (a) CDFs of improvement of 3GOL(no metering) per video (b) Per user improvements in

terms of latency

that as there is a 2 secs delay in obtaining the cellu-
lar channel [11], we consider the augmentation effect of
3GOL always after the first two seconds.

When 3GOL has to deal with budgets, we study the
case of a ‘Powerboost’-like acceleration of the video trans-
fer. In our datasets, we find that an end user 5 views
14.12 videos (mean, 6 median, 30.13 std) per day. There-
fore, aiming to accelerate every video by even 20MB
would lead to a daily consumption of 280MB for the
3G data plan, thus being clearly unacceptable. We, thus
focus on using 20MB per device per day. With two de-
vices, we can use 40MB per day, using 3GOL, using this
40MB over any/all videos an end-user views. We ask:
what can the benefits be per user. We plot the savings
per-user over using just DSL ( DSL latency

3GOL latency under budgets
)

in Fig. 3(b). We find that 40% of the users can see
around 20% speedup, while 5% of the users can see a
speedup of 2. We note here that our results are conser-
vative. Video does not need the whole file to be down-
loaded; it only requires enough to fill the playout buffer
for the video to start playing. There is no fixed size of
the playout buffer but the general consensus is that it
is an order of magnitude smaller than the file size. If
the average size of a video is 50MB [4], and the play-
out buffer is 5MB, then 3GOL can speed up 8 videos
(5MB total per video) per day per user—a tangible ben-
efit. From Sec. 3.1, we saw an increase in capacity with
more devices, leading to even higher gains. Likewise,
with LTE deployed, we can expect much higher benefit
to the enduser, even with budgets in place.

3.3 Impact on 3G Network
So far, we have shown that 3GOL can increase per-

formance for applications bottlenecked by the last mile
network. But at what cost for the 3G network? Using
the packet trace, we compute the amount of traffic that
would be “onloaded” to the 3G network if we were to
accelerate the first video that could benefit from 3GOL
(with a size greater than 750KB, that would require
more than 2 seconds on DSL). We further assume we
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have 2 3G devices (with HSPA+) that can be used to
accelerate up to 20MB each per day.

In Fig. 4 we show the traffic onloaded to the cellu-
lar network and compare it with the backhaul capacity
of the cellular deployment that could cover a similar
geographical area (10 base stations with 40Mbps back-
hauls). We note that if 3GOL would operate without
caps, then the 3G network will be guarenteed to be
overloaded. However, when 3GOL operates within caps
then the additional load introduced on the 3G network
could be reasonable. Our active experiments demon-
strate that 10Mbps could be available in the cellular
backhaul across geographical regions and at different
times of day. Note that our results are conservative since
we accelerate the entire video transfer, whereas prior
work has demonstrated that only 10% of the whole file
is downloaded [4]. However, the actual overhead on the
network can only be quantified post deployment.

4. SYSTEM SKETCH AND CHALLENGES
In order to develop an architecture for 3GOL, the

following factors that are important for deployability:
i) the underlying mobile platform can often times be
closed (e.g., Apple’s iOS), limiting development of ap-
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Figure 5: 3GOL architecture with 2 devices and

a compliant set top box.

plications that can use the lower layers of the soft-
ware/network stack, and ii) operations need to be trans-
parent. Given that most traffic today is HTTP, and to
meet the aforementioned requirements, we propose to
implement 3GOL as an HTTP proxy. We exploit the
fact that i) DSL/cable/fiber routers in home today are
fitted with WiFi, and ii) most 3G devices today support
tethering. The high level architecture is shown in Fig. 5.

We introduce two components: the first one is run-
ning on the mobile devices and handles the following: i)
detects the available cellular network capacity and ad-
vertises it on the WiFi network through a discovery pro-
tocol like Bonjour, ii) waits for incoming connections on
a TCP port, and iii) pipes incoming connections to a re-
mote host connection established over the 3G network.
A second component is i) running a HTTP proxy as a
background service, ii) discovers mobile devices present
on the WiFi home network and waits for HTTP con-
nections from the applications to be augmented, and
iii) communicates with the devices and retrieves the
different pieces of content. Specific properties of the re-
quested payload are exploited to parallelize the down-
loads. The properties can be based on the shape of the
content (chunk of video, such in HTTP Live Stream-
ing) or based on the HTTP protocol itself (like HTTP
1.1 Content-range parameters). Note that this makes
3GOL application agnostic.

A full implementation of 3GOL is part of our future
work. The fundamental challenge would be in the design
of an efficient algorithm that would i) decide when to
use 3GOL (for which applications and at what point in
time), ii) select the 3G devices to assist, and iii) for how
long. Such an algorithm will need to take into account
i) the channel acquisition delay in 3G, ii) the fact that
3G throughput is difficult to predict in advance, and iii)
the different volume caps and level of consumption of
different devices, with the goal of being strictly below
the cap. Our preliminary work towards that direction
indicates that it would be entirely feasible to predict
device data consumption across the month and utilize
their data plans for 3GOL without exceeding their caps.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed 3G Onloading, a

strategy that uses the cellular network to improve appli-
cation performance in the home, when constrained by
the wired network. Our contribution is in studying the
feasibility of 3G Onloading and deriving requirements
for an end to end system. Using 3 different data sets,
and active experiments in urban and rural locations,
we have demonstrated that the benefits to application
performance could be significant with reasonable over-
head to the cellular infrastructure. Such overhead could
further be minimal if 3GOL was rolled out as a net-
work integrated service, offered only when the cellular
infrastructure is lightly utilized.
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